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FINALIST - Charles Taylor Prize for Literary Non-Fiction (2012)FINALIST - Governor General's

Literary Award - Non-Fiction (2012)FINALIST - BC Book Prize's Hubert Evans Non-Fiction

Prize (2012) A son’s decision to alter his father’s last surviving suit for himself is the launching

point for this powerful book – part personal memoir, part social history of the man’s suit – about

fathers and sons, love and forgiveness, and learning what it means to be a man. For years,

journalist and amateur tailor JJ Lee tried to ignore the suit hanging at the back of his closet. It

was his father’s suit. But when JJ decides to make the suit his own, little does he know he is

about to embark on a journey to understand his own past. As JJ cuts into the jacket, he begins

to piece together the story of his relationship with his father, a charismatic but troubled

Montreal restauranteur whose demons brought tumult upon his family. JJ also recounts his own

ups and downs during the year he spent as an apprentice at Modernize Tailors – the last of the

great Chinatown suitmakers in Vancouver – where, under the tutelage of his octogenarian

master tailor, he learns invaluable lessons about life. Woven throughout JJ’s tale are stories of

the suit’s own evolution, illuminating how this humble garment has, for centuries, been the

surprising battleground for the war between generations. Written with great wit, bracing

honesty, and narrative verve, and featuring line drawings throughout by the author, The

Measure of a Man is an unforgettable story of love, forgiveness, and discovering what it means

to be your own man.



The London House, A Grain of Wheat (Penguin African Writers Series Book 2)

Isis, “Men's suits and a man who looked good in them. JJ Lee's father was elegant, complex,

and sometimes troubled. From him JJ got his first sense of men's fashion. His memoir of life

with his father is interspersed with fascinating chapters on suits. Did you know that today's

business suit owes something to suits of armour?Until I read this book I had no idea of what

went into the making of a suit or why some suit wearers look great - think David Beckham. I

would like to give this book to every man who is thinking of buying a suit, and it's a must-read

for anyone who is interested in men's fashion.However, this is not just a book about men's

clothing.  Lee's memoir of his father is told with exceptional honesty and compassion.”

Sure Enough, “Magnificent!. Most enjoyable book I have read in a very long time. Loved

historical tidbits as well as style notes. Even suit etiquette is covered. Story of relationships

between people; relationships between master and student, and relationships between us

humans and our clothing.  Absolutely loved this book!”

Andre Gerard, “Memory is Its Own Tailor. "A suit is never just a suit," nor is a book ever just a

book. JJ Lee's The Measure of a Man: The Story of a Father, a Son, and a Suit is a book

fashioned with wisdom and restraint. Like the violin in Thomas Hardy's "To My Father's Violin,"

JJ's father's suit functions as an object to hang emotions from. It provides depth and distance.

JJ skilfully uses the history of suits, and his own attempts at tailoring, to show how we

construct ourselves, how we fashion ourselves as men. Like James Baldwin or Raymond

Carver, he is writing about a failed father, and emotional distance is necessary to guard against

anger or destructive bitterness. Part of the pleasure of this book is that tailoring is for Lee as

whaling was for Melville, and as the patremoir progresses Lee's suit becomes charged with

almost as much symbolism as the white of the whale. Even if JJ shows the slow and painful

disintegration of his father, the ravages of alcohol, the consequent damage inflicted on wife and

children, there is no bleakness or self-pity in the telling. Even if JJ's eighty-nine year old

mentor and father surrogate was forced into tailoring by racism, and even if the Chinamen's

cemetery in Montreal was "the place to bury the people no one really wanted around," the

focus of this book is not racism. This is a story about self-fashioning, about taking what you

have been given, or have been left, and of making the best of it. In The Measure of a Man, J J

Lee has made something very good indeed. This is a patremoir worthy of Alison Bechdel's

Fun Home, Patrick Lane's There is a Season, Miriam Toew's Swing Low, or even Philip Roth's

Patrimony.Andre GerardEditor of Fathers: A Literary Anthology”

Anne Mayerson, “Interest Momento Mori of Asian Immigrant Family and Men's Tailoring. For

people who appreciate Jesse Thorn's blog, PutThisOn, and his more general exploration of

culture in his show Bullseye, and if you have interest in the high traditions of men's clothings,

this book will be a very satisfying exploration. A memoir that touch on its context of the Asian

immigrant experience thought its being the back drop for the struggles of ordinary people and

the stresses of a father son relationship. I enjoyed the book very much. I'm glad it was

available and published, and it's the type of book that one stumbles across and on a lark

purchases. In that context, it will succeed wonderfully. I have no criticism of the work; it grasp

and its reach are well matched. It is a well constructed, well written work that weaves in the

modern history of men's fashion not in an shallow or chase-the-trends way but instead



explores deeper paradigms of men's wear.I guess I would have liked a bit more education on a

hypothetical visit to a tailor shop for a bespoke wardrobe, and the building blocks and

assembling a bespoke collection over time. In other words, given that so many of the readers

will be interested in making some utilitiarian use of the book instead of just appreciating an

excellent artistic payoff on its own terms, I would have liked to have seen that, because I know

I would benefit from it. The anecdote of helping the underprivileged kid pick a coat that could

be repurposed showed but did not teach what I'm referring to here. I don't think the book

would have been changed much or noticeably by having a chapter centered on bill's views of

cloths, shorts/collars, ties/widths/color combinations, and yet I would have enjoyed that

different book better. That different book would also have been one I would have

recommended more broadly than this one, since this should be recommended mainly as a

memoir and how it is executed more than for the mail who is a highly educated and mail-

fashion aware reader.This was an enjoyable, pleasant book.”

Blind Panic Jones, “Love of tailoring.. Am interesting insight into the DNA of JJ's father

discovered by the inheritance of his wardrobe. I found it hard to put this book down until I had

finished it.  A must to read if you have an interest in tailoring.”

wavy, “Great memoir. Loved the combination of social history of menswear and engaging

personal memoir.  Turns out suits are fascinating.  A great Canadian story.”

Jestferlaffs, “beautiful memoir.. Loved this book. Well crafted, intimate memoir of a man coming

to terms with his childhood and difficult relationship with his father while reconstructing his

fathers suit.  A great lesson on the art of tailoring.”

The book by JJ Lee has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 18 people have provided feedback.
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